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Abstract. Certain kinds of Church-Rosser tree replacement systems called 'reduction systems' 
are studied. Most results presented here generalize results proved for string rewriting systems by 
Book (1982). The concept of a tree rewriting system with a 'norm' is introduced and studied. A 
new 'tree reducing machine' which reduces every input tree to an irreducible tree is defined. As 
a consequence, when the norm under consideration is the size of  the tree (the number of nodes), 
the word problem for finite Church-Rosser reduction systems is decidable in linear time (in the 
size of the input tree). Church-Rosser monadic reduction systems generalizing the monadic Thue 
systems of Book (1982) and Book et al. (1982) are also studied. It is shown that every congruence 
class and every finite union of congruence classes defined by such a system is accepted by a 
deterministic bottom-up tree pushdown automaton. This new form of a tree automaton is briefly 
studied. 
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1. Introduction 
Equations and rewrite rules have been used to specify programs (Goguen and 
Tardo [12], Hoffman and O'Donnell [16], and O'Donnell [27]) and data types 
(among a vast literature, see Goguen, Thatcher, Wagner, and Wright [13] for one 
of the seminal papers). Given a set E of equations, a crucial question (both 
theoretically and practically) is to know whether there is an algorithm to determine 
whether a given equation s ~ t is provable from E (---- is fi symbol belonging to the 
language used for writing equations, whereas, in an expression such as s = t, the 
symbol = means that the objects s and t are identical). This is called the 'word 
problem'. Unfortunately, this problem was shown to be undecidable by Boone [6], 
even in the case of strings. One is therefore led to investigate conditions that make 
the word problem decidable, and from a computational point of view, tractable (see 
Garey and Johnson [11]). 
The importance of rewrite rules in attempting to find conditions making the word 
problem tractable stems from the following fact: The least congruence ~-*-~ gener- 
ated by a set E of equation can be obtained as a generalization ofthe Thue Congruence 
for string rewriting systems (see [2]). An equation s ~ t is provable from E if and 
only if there is a way of rewriting s into t using the equations in E as (two-way) 
rewrite rules. 
A well-known and useful condition on rewrite rules which makes the word problem 
decidable is stated as follows. Let S be a set of rewrite rules generating the same 
congruence as the set E of equations. Let 3"  be the reflexive and transitive closure 
of the rewrite relation 3s  induced by S, so that the congruence ~-*--,~ is equal to 
(3s  u~s l )  * (where x~s ly  if and only if y ~sX,  and R* denotes the reflexive 
and transitive closure of a relation R). Furthermore, assume that the following 
condition holds: 
(1) For every term s, there exists a unique irreducible term g such that s 3"  g (a 
term t is irreducible if, for every t', t 3"  t' implies that t '= t). 
We say that every term s has a normal form g. 
Then, if condition (1) holds, the following congruence test holds: 
s ~--*--~ t if and only if g = ?. 
The key property implied by condition (1) is that S is 'Church-Rosser' (after the 
property of the Lambda-calculus investigated by Church and Rosser [8], see also 
[17, 25]). A set S of rewrite rules is Church-Rosser  if, for all x and y, x '~--*--'sY 
implies the existence of a z such that x 3s* z and y 3"  z. 
To show that condition (1) implies the Church-Rosser property, we proceed by 
induction on the number of steps in x ~ .... ~sY. The base case x ~-°--~sy is trivial 
(since x -  y). Assume the induction hypothesis for n I> 0 and let x ~--~--~sYl ~.... "sY. 
By the induction hypothesis, there is a z such that x 3"  z and yl 3s* z. Next, there 
are two cases. I f  y ~sY~,  then y 3s* z and the Church-Rosser property holds. I f  
y~ 3sy ,  using condition (1), let g be the normal form of z and )7 the normal form 
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of y. We have y~ ~s  Y ~s* Y and y~ ~s* z ~s* z. Hence, y~ has two normal forms, 
and g. By condition (1), they must be identical. But then, the Church-Rosser property 
holds with 35 = $. 
We have just proved that condition (1) implies the following condition: 
(2) S is Church-Rosser and, for every x, there is some irreducible y such that 
x~*y .  
The converse is also true. It is sufficient o show that if x reduces to two irreducible 
terms, then they are identical. Then, the above congruence test can be justified using 
the Church-Rosser property and the fact that normal forms are unique (see [ 17, 18]). 
Note that the above arguments actually hold for any relation ~ on a set of 
'objects'. In particular, if ~ is Noether ian  (or wel l - founded) ,  that is, there are no 
infinite sequences x~ ~sxE=#sX3 =:~s . . .=#sXn ~s ' " ,  and S is Church-Rosser, 
property (2) holds and the above congruence test applies. 
One is therefore led to study conditions which make rewrite systems Noetherian 
and Church-Rosser. Such systems have been investigated by Rosen [31], O'Donnell 
[27], Huet [17], Knuth and Bendix [20], and Gorn [14] (a pioneering paper), among 
others. Huet and Oppen [18] provide an excellent survey of current research on 
equations and rewrite rules. 
Unfortunately, it is usually very difficult to show that the relation ~s* induced 
by a set S of rewrite rules is Noetherian; in general, this is undecidable (see Huet 
[17] or Huet and Oppen [18]). An altemative approach investigated in the string 
case by Nivat and his colleagues [26] (see [1] for a survey) and more recently by 
Book and his colleague s [2, 3, 4, 5], is to take advantage of the fact that strings have 
a length. One defines the relation--~s as x~sy  and Ix I > ly[. The relation--~s* is 
then automatically Noetherian. We can also define the Church-Rosser property 
with respect o --~s: S is Church-Rosser if, for all x and y, x ~-* -~sY implies the 
existence of a z such that x --~s* z and y --~* z. Systems with this property and other 
related properties have been investigated extensively [2, 3, 4, 5]. In general, the word 
problem is easy to solve: there is a linear-time algorithm for deciding congruence. 
A natural question now arises: can the techniques and results about strings be 
lifted to tree rewriting systems? In particular, under what conditions does there 
exist an efficient algorithm for the word problem? 
This paper presents a number of results which partially answer these questions. 
To generalize the concept of length (of a string) to trees, the notion of a 'norm' is 
introduced. A norm d is a (total) function d: T~ --> W from the set of all trees over 
,Y to a set W ordered by a partial ordering 4.  Given a finite set S of rewrite rules, 
the relations --~s and ~->s are defined as follows: x -~'sY if and only if x ,~ .. . .  ~'sY 
and d(x)  > d(y ) ,  and x ~-->s y if and only if x ,~ . . . .  ~s Y and d(x)  >I d (y )  (where ~ .... 
is the relation ~w~- l ) .  Then, the generalization of the string case to trees is to 
require --~s (or ~->s) to be Noetherian and to define a finite tree rewriting system 
(S,--v) as Church-Rosser  if and only if, for all x and y, x,~ . . . .  ~'sY implies the 
existence of a z such that x --~s* z and y --~s* z. Similarly, a system (S, ~-->) is Church-  
Rosser  if and only if, for all x and y, x ~ . . . .  ~sY implies the existence of a z such 
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that x ~-->* z and y ~--~* z. Due to the presence of variables in tree rewriting systems, 
these results apply only to a subclass of these systems called reduction systems. 
Alternate (and quite different) approaches include those of Lankford and Ballantyne 
[21, 22, 23] and Peterson and Stickel [29]. A summary of the contents of this paper 
now follows. 
The purpose of Section 2 is to make the paper self-contained. The definitions of 
all the crucial concepts used later (trees, tree replacement, tree composition, substitu- 
tions) are provided. In Section 3, we define the notion of a norm d on trees, the 
relations --~s, k-qs and ~-->s, and Church-Rosser systems. We observe that the existence 
of a norm is equivalent to the existence of a preorder on the set T~ of all (finite) 
trees over ~ (preorders are called quasi-orderings in [9]). Rules s ~ t such that 
d(to[U <--/~(s)]) > d(to[U ~/~(t)]), for every to in T~, substitution h with domain 
Var(s)wVar(t), and tree-address u in dom(to), are called reductions. We give 
sufficient conditions (inspired from [9]) on a norm d and a finite set S of rules, for 
the relation --~s (or ~-~s) to be Noetherian (well-founded). Reductions are character- 
ized when the norm d is the depth or the size of the tree (the number of nodes). It 
is also shown that the set of irreducible trees (modulo a reduction system) forms 
a regular tree language. For that, we review the concept of a bottom-up tree 
automaton (Doner [10], and Thatcher and Wright [34]). In Section 4, the crucial 
concept of a 'normal reduction' is introduced. This concept generalizes the leftmost 
reductions of [2]. Section 5 is the technically most important section. Generalizing 
the reduction algorithm of [2, Theorem 4.1], we present he Algorithm REDUCE 
which reduces an input tree to an irreducible tree, via a normal reduction. The new 
technical device used in a machine with two 'tree stacks'. Using this machine, ~e  
give a linear time algorithm (in the size of the input tree) for deciding the word 
problem when the finite reduction system is Church-Rosser (for the norm size). 
Related investigations involving orderings on trees are reported in [9, 19, 24, 28]. In 
Section 6, generalizing the concept of a monadic system [2, 3] to trees, we are able 
to prove a theorem analogous to [2, Theorem 3.3]. I f  S is a finite reduction system 
which is monadic and Church-Rosser, the set of irreducible trees is accepted by a 
deterministic bottom-up tree pushdown automaton. For this, we have created a new 
device callecl a bottom-up tree pushdown automaton. This machine is similar but 
not identical to the model investigated by Schimpf [33]. (The exact relationship 
between the two models is unknown to the present authors.) 
2. Preliminaries 
We define ranked alphabets, trees, tree replacement, tree composition, and substi- 
tutions. 
2.1. Definition. A ranked alphabet is a set ~ together with a rank function r:.T, -> N, 
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where • denotes the sets ofnonnegative integers. Every symbol f in  ~ of rank r( f )  = n 
is said to have arity n. Symbols of arity zero are also called constants. 
In this paper, it is convenient to define trees using the concept of a tree domain 
due to Gorn [14] (see also Rosen [31]). 
2.2. Definition. A tree domain D is a nonempty subset of strings over N+ (the set 
of positive integers) satifying the following conditions: 
(1) For each u in D, every prefix v of u is also in D. 
(2) For each u in D, for every positive integer i, if  ui is in D then, for every j, 
l<_j <<-i, uj is also in D. 
2.3. Definition. A ,~-tree (for short, a tree) is a function t: D ->Z such that: 
(1) D is a tree domain. 
(2) For every u in D, if n=card({ i~t~+lu i~D}) ,  then n = r(t(u))  the arity of 
the symbol labeling u in t. 
Given a tree t, its domain is denoted as dom(t).  The elements of the domain are 
called nodes or tree addresses. A node u is a leaf if card({ieN+] uie  D})= 0. The 
node corresponding to the empty string (denoted as e) is the root of the tree. 
Given a tree t, two addresses u, v in dom(t) are independent if u is not a prefix 
of v and v is not a prefix of u (that is, there is no w such that either u = vw or 
v = uw). Otherwise, u and v are dependent and if, say v = uw, u is an ancestor of 
v. A set U of  tree addresses in dom(t)  is independent if the addresses in U are 
pairwise independent.  
2.4. Definition. Given a tree t and a tree address u in dom(t),  the subtree o f t  at u, 
denoted as t~ u, is the tree whose domain is the set dom(t /u )  = {v ~ N*+luv ~ dom(t)} 
and such that t /u (v )  = t(uv) for every v in dom(t /u ) .  
A tree is finite if its domain is finite. The set of finite ,S-trees is denoted as T~. 
In the sequel, only finite ranked alphabets ,~ and finite trees over ~ will be considered. 
It will also be assumed that each E contains at least one constant, so that T~ is 
nonempty. 
2.5. Definition. Let X = {x~, x2,. . .} be a countable set of variables, and let Xn = 
{x~, . . . ,  xn} (with Xo = 0). Adjoining the set X to the constants in S (that is, viewing 
each variable as a symbol of arity 0), we obtain the set of trees with variables Tz (X)  
(and similarly adjoining X,, we obtain Tz(X, ) ) .  The set (Tz(Xm))  ~ of n-tuples of 
trees with variables from Xm is denoted as Tz(m, n) (hence, Tz(Xm) and Tz(m, 1) 
denote the same set). 
The generalization of (string) concatenation to trees is the operation of tree 
composition. 
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2.6. Definition. Given t = (tl , .  • •, tn) in Tz (m, n) and t' in Tz (n, 1), their composition 
is the tree denoted by t ' (h , . . . ,  tn) and defined by the set of pairs 
{(v, t ' (v ) ) lv~dom(t ' ) ,  t'(v)e~ Xn}, 
{(uv, ti(v)) lu ~ dom(  t'), v ~ dom(ti), t '(u) = xi, 1 <~ i <~ n}. 
Tree composit ion is extended to tuples as follows: 
T2(m,n)  and t ' - - ( t~ , . . . , t 'p )  in T~(n,p) ,  then 
t 'p ( t , , . . . ,  t ,)).  
Another useful operation is that of tree replacement. 
Given t = ( tl, . . . , in) in 
t' o t=( t~( t l , . . . , tn ) , . . . ,  
2.7. Definition. Given a tree tl, an address u in dom(t l) ,  and another tree t2, the 
tree obtained by replacement oft2 for  u in tl is the tree denoted as t~[u <-- t2] defined 
by the set of pairs 
{(v, h(v) ) lv  ~ dom(tl) ,  u is not a prefix of v}, 
{(uv, t2 (v) ) lv~dom(t2)} .  
Given a tree t, an independent set of addresses {u~, . . . ,  Un} in dora(t), and n 
trees t l , . . . ,  tn, the tree t[ul <-- h, • • •, Un <-- tn] obtained by simultaneous replacement 
of ti at ui is defined in the obvious way. (It can be defined as 
t [u l  <-- t l , .  . . , Un <-- tn ]= t [u l  <-- t i ] .  . . [Un ~ tn] ) .  
The tree whose graph is {(e,f) ,  (1, X l ) , . . . ,  (n, Xn)} (with r ( f )  = n >I 1) is denoted 
as f, and the tree {(e, a)} (where r(a) = 0) as a. 7~ 
The depth It[ of a finite tree t is defined as Itl = max{lul]u ~ dora(t)}. The size of 
a tree t, denoted as size (t), is equal to the number of nodes in the tree domain 
of t. 
Given a (finite) tree t, the set of variables Var(t) occurring in t is the finite set 
Var(t)  = { xi ~ X l3u ~ dom(t) ,  t( u ) = xi}. 
2.8. Definition. A substitution is any function h:X-> T~(X) .  Since T~(X)  is the 
free algebra over the set X, every substitution extends uniquely to a unique 
homomorphism/~: Tz (X)--> T~ (X) ,  that is, to a function/Y such that 
h(x)  = h(x)  for every x in X, 
h( f ( t l , . . . , tn ) )=f (h ( t l ) , . . . ,h ( tn ) )  i f r ( f )~  >1,  
/~(a) = h (a) for a constant a. 
In the sequel, we will identify the function h and its extension /~, except when 
confusion may arise. Note that since every finite tree t belongs to T2 (n, 1) for some 
n, for a substitution h, the n-tuple (h (x~) , . . . ,  h(x, n)) completely determines/~(t). 
We can now define tree replacement systems. 
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3. Tree replacement systems 
3.1. Definition. A set of rules S over 2 is a subset of T~(X)x  T~(X). Each pair 
(s, t) in S is called a rule and is also denoted as s--> t. 
3.2. Definition. The congruence generated by S is the reflexive transitive closure 
.... ~s of the relation ~ .... ~s defined as follows: For any two trees t 1 and t 2 in Tz (X) ,  
tl ~ .... ~s t2 if and on ly  if there is some tree T in T2(X), some tree address u both 
in dom(t l )  and dom(t2), some pair (s, t) such that either s-> t or t-->s is a rule in 
S, some substitution h:Var(s)uVar(t)-> T~(X), and tl = T[u<--]~(s)], t2= 
T[u ~/~(t)]. 
In other words, t 2 is obtained by matching a subtree of t~ (/~(s)) which is a 
substitution instance of  one side of a rule in S (s --> t or t -> s), and replacing it with 
the substitution instance (/~(t)) of the other side of that rule. 
If we let Var(s) u Var(t) = {Vl, . . . ,  v,} and h(vi) = t~, then we can write t~ and t 2 
as 
tl =T[u<-s ( t~, . . . , t ' ) ]  and t2=T[u~t( t~, . . . , t ' ) ] .  
Two trees tl, t2 are congruent (mod S) if t~ ~-*--~s t2. The congruence class of t 
(rood S) is the set [t]s = {t'[ t' t}. (Whenever possible, the subscript S will be 
omitted.) 
We will usually restrict our attention to the congruence generated by a set of rules 
S restricted to the set Tz of trees without variables. 
A binary relation R on a set W is well-founded (or Noetherian [17]) if there are 
no infinite sequences Xo, x~, . . . ,  x,,, X,,l,... such that (xi, x~+~) R for all i I> 0. Recall 
that a binary relation ~< on a set W is a partial order if ~< is reflexive, transitive, 
and antisymmetric (that is, for all x, y in W, x ~< y and y ~< x implies that y = y). A 
binary relation ~< on W is a preorder (a quasi-ordering in the terminology of [9]) if 
<~ is reflexive and transitive. If <~ is a partial order on W, the pair (W, <~) is a 
partially ordered set, and if ~< is a preorder on W, the pair (W, <~) is a preordered 
set. The equivalence relation - associated with a preorder <~ is defined as follows: 
x=y if and only if x<~y and y<~x. For a preorder <~ (or a partial order ~<), we 
say that x I> y if and only if y ~< x, that x < y if and only if x <~ y but not y ~< x, and 
that x > y if and only if y ~< x but not x ~< y. Given a preorder <~ on a set W, the 
set IV/~ of equivalence classes modu lo . -  is partially ordered by the relation <~/ 
defined as follows: for any two equivalence classes [x] and [y], [x] <~/~ [y] if and 
only if x ~< y. 
3.3. Definition. (a) Given a partially ordered set (IV, <~), ~< is a well-founded partial 
ordering if and only if 1> is a well-founded relation. 
(b) Given a preordered set ( W, <~), ~< is pre-well-founded if and only if for every 
infinite sequence Xo ~> x~ t> x2 ~>. • • 1> xn I> xn+~ >I. • • there is a pair of elements x~ 
and xj i <j,  such that xi ~ xj (equivalently, xi ~ x~). 
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It is easy to show that condition (b) is equivalent to the statement that every such 
infinite non-increasing sequence contains only finitely many elements inequivalent 
modulo -~. Hence, the following lemma is easily shown. 
3.4. Lemma. Given a preordered set ( W, ~<), the partial ordering <~/-~ on the set of  
equivalence classes modulo =- is well-founded i f and only i f  the preorder <<- is pre-weU- 
founded. 
Note that the concept of a pre-well-founded set is more general than that of a 
well-quasi-ordering referred to in [9] and introduced by Kruskal. A preordered set 
(W, <~) is well-quasi-ordered if every infinite sequence Xo, x l , . . ,  of elements of W 
contains a pair of elements xi and x~, i <j ,  such that xi <~ xj. 
3.5. Definition. A norm d is a function d: T~ -> W from the set of all (finite) trees 
over ,~ to a set W ordered by a partial order ~<. 
Given a norm d, the preorder ~<a on T~ associated with d is defined as follows: 
s ~<a t if and only if d(s )  <<- d(t).  Conversely, given a preorder <~ on Tz, we define 
the norm d associated with ~< as follows: W = T~/=- (the set of equivalence classes 
modulo -~), and d( t )= I t ] ,  the equivalence class of t modulo =. Hence, from a 
theoretical point of view, a norm is equivalent o a preorder on T~. However, in 
order to deal with complexity questions, it seems more advantageous to formulate 
our results in terms of a norm. 
The generalization of the relations --~, I-4 and ~ of [2] is given below. 
3.6. Definition. Given a finite set S of rules and a norm d on Tz, the relations --*s, 
t0s, and ~->s are defined as follows: 
x -~sY  if and only if x ~ .... ~sY and d(x)  > d(y)  
(norm-decreasing steps). 
x losY  if and only if x ~ .... ~sY and d(x)  = d(y)  
(norm-preserving steps). 
x ~-->sy if and only if x ~ .... ~sy and d(x)~ d(y)  
(norm-non-increasing steps). 
(Whenever possible, the subscript S will be omitted.) The reflexive, transitive 
closure of - - ,  (lo, ~--~) is denoted as --** (respectively, I--4", ~--~*). 
3.7. Definition. Given a set S of rules and norm d, we say that (S,--,) and (S, ~->) 
are tree-replacement systems. 
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Given the tree replacement system (S, --~) (respectively (S, ~-->), a tree t is irreducible 
(mod S) if there is no tree t' such that t --~ t' (respectively t ~-~ t'). 
The following definition gives conditions which guarantee that a derivation 
step is norm-decreasing if and only if the rule involved in the step is of a certain 
type called a reduction. 
3.8. Definition. Let S be a set of rules and d be a norm on T~. 
We say that d is <-monotonic whenever: 
(i) For every function symbol f of rank n > 0, for every i, 1 <~ i ~< n, for all 
s t , . . . ,  s,, ti in T~, d(si)  > d(t~) if and only if 
d(f(s,..., s, , . . . ,  sn))> d(f(s,..., t , , . . . ,  s,)). 
We say that d is >t-monotonic whenever, 
(ii) I f  d(s i )  >I d(ti), then 
d( f ( s i ,  . . . , si, . . . , sn))>~ d( f ( s l ,  . . . , ti, . . . , sn)). 
We say that a rule s-> t is a reduction whenever: 
(iii) d(h(s))> d(h( t ) )  for every substitution h with domain Var (s )u  Var(t). 
A rule s-> t is an expansion if t--> s is a reduction. 
A rule s-> t is non-decreasing if d(h(s ) ) :~  d(h( t ) )  for every substitution h with 
domain Var(s) u Var(t). 
Note that if the partial order ~< on W is total, a non-decreasing rule is a rule 
such that d(g(s))<~ d(h( t ) )  for every substitution h with domain Var (s )wVar ( t ) .  
Given a set S of rules, we can assume without loss of generality that S does not 
have any expansions. Indeed, since the relation ~ .... ~s is symmetric, we can replace 
an expansion s -> t by the reduction t-> s. This will be assumed in the sequel. 
3.9. Definition. A set S of rules is a reduction system if it does not contain any 
expansions and every rule in S is either a reduction or a non-decreasing rule. 
The following lemma is easily proved. 
3.10. Lemma. (a) Given a reduction system S and a norm d, i f  d is > -monotonic then: 
For every rule s->t in S, s ->t  is a reduction i f  and only i f  d ( to [u~h(s ) ] )> 
d( to[U~/~(t ) ] )  for  some to in T~, substitution h with domain Var(s )uVar ( t ) ,  and 
tree-address u in dora(to). 
(b) For every reduction s ->t  in S, i f  d is >>--monotonic, then d( to [u~h(s ) ] )>~ 
d(  to[U ~ /~( t)]), and i f  d is > -monotonic, then d(  to[U ~ /~(s)]) > d(  to[U ~ /~( t)]), for  
every to in T~, substitution h with domain Var(s)uVar( t ) ,  and tree-address u in 
dom(to). 
Generalizing [2], the following types of tree rewriting systems can be defined. 
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3.11. Definition. Let S be a set o f  rules and d a norm. 
(a) (S,--~) is Church-Rosser  if, for all tl, t2, if tl <-*-~ t2, then .there exists a t3 
such that tl --)'* t3 and t2--~'* t3. 
(b) (S,--)) is confluent if, for  all tl, t2, t3, i f  tl --)* t2 and tl--)* t3, then there exists 
a t4 such that  t2--~* t4 and t 3 --)* t4. 
(c) (S,--)) is Church-Rosser  mod k-q (almost-confluent [2]) if, for all h, t2, if 
tl '~-*--~' t2, then there exist t3, t4 such that t~ --~,* t3, t2 --~'* t4, and t3 t-q* t4. 
(d) (S, ~-->) is Church-Rosser  (preperfect [2]), if, for all tl, t2, if tl ( -*- )  t2, then 
there exists a t3 such that tl ~->* t3 and t2 ,-->* t3. 
In the remainder  of  this paper ,  we shall cons ider  finite reduct ion systems S and 
norms d such that either the re lat ion --) is wel l - founded and (S, --)) is Church-Rosser ,  
or ~ is wel l - founded and (S, ~-->) is Church-Rosser .  
It is of  course important  o f ind condit ions on d and W which make the relat ion 
--) (or ~-->) wel l - founded (Noether ian) .  Sufficient condit ions inspired by condit ions 
given in [9] are given in the fo l lowing lemmas. 
3.12. Lemma. I f  S is a f inite set o f  reductions and d is >t-monotonic, the relation 
is well-founded ( Noetherian) i f  either one o f  the fol lowing conditions holds: 
(a)(i) For every function symbol f o f  rank .n > O, for  every i, 1 <~ i <<- n, for  all 
s l , . . . , sn ,  ti in T~, d (s i )=d( t i )  if and only i f  d ( f ( sb . . . ,  s i , . . . , sn ) )= 
d( f ( s l ,  . . . , ti, . . . , s,)) and, 
(ii) <~ a is well-founded, or equivalently" for  every infinite sequence Xo, xl ,  . . . such 
that d(xo)>~d(xl)>~ . . . d(x, )>~d(X,+l)>-  . . .  , there is a pair o f  element x~ and 
xj, i <£  such that d(xi)  = d(x j ) .  
(b) S is quasi-terminating [9], that is, every infinite derivation contains some tree 
twice. 
(c) For every tree of  the fo rm f (s l , . . . ,  s,),  d ( f ( s l , . . . ,  s,)) >I d(si)  for  each i, 1 <~ 
i<~n. 
Proof. First, since d is ~>-monotonic and S is a set o f  reductions by Lemma 3.10, 
if x ( .... ) y, then d(x)  >! d (y ) ,  that  is, x~y.  Assume that ~ is not wel l - founded.  In 
case (a), by (a)(i i), there must  be a sequence of  steps ti ~ ti+l ~-->" • - ~ tj ( i  < j )  such 
that d(ti) = d(t~). Then, for some (not necessari ly proper)  subtree s~ of  t~, there must 
be a der ivat ion s~ ~ S~+l ~-->" • • ~ S k ~ Sk+ 1 ~"'>"  " )"'-> S h (h <~j) in which a rule is appl ied 
at the root o f  Sk, and if ti = r[u ~ s~], then ti ~-->* r[u ,-Sh] ~-->* tj. But then,  d( t i )=  
d(r[u ,- Sh]), that is, d(r[u ,- s,])  = d(r[u sh]) .  
Using property  (a)(i), we get d(s~)= d(Sh). However,  since a rule is appl ied at 
the root of  Sk and since every rule in S is a reduct ion,  d(Sk) > d(Sk+l), which implies 
that d(s~) > d(Sh), a contradict ion.  The proo f  o f  case (b) is similar to that  of  [9, 
Theorem 2, p. 286], and the proo f  of case (c) is s imilar to that of  the Second 
Terminat ion Theorem of  [9, page 287] and uses Kruskal 's  Tree Theorem [9]. [] 
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Note that property (a)(ii) holds if <~ is well-founded, but condition (a)(ii) is more 
general. 
3.13. Lemma. I f  S is a finite reduction system and d is >-monotonic, the relation --~. 
is well-founded ( Noetherian) i f  either one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) <~d is well-founded, or equivalently: for every infinite sequence Xo, x~, . . ,  such 
that d(xo) >t d(Xl)/>" • .d(x , )  >I d(x,+~) >i. • •, there is a pair of  elements x~ and xj, 
i <j, such that d(x~) = d(xj). 
(b) S is quasi-terminating [19], that is, every infinite derivation contains ome tree 
twice. 
(c) For every tree of  the form f (sb . . . ,  s,), d ( f ( s l , . . . ,  s,)) >I d(si) for each i, 
l<~i<~n. 
Proof. First, since d is >-monotonic  and S is a reduction system, Lemma 3.10, 
x--~ y if and only if the rule used in that derivation step is a reduction. In case (a), 
i f - - ,  is not well-founded, there is an infinite derivation to--~ tl --~" • -, which implies 
that d(to)> d(h)>-  • ", contradicting condition (a). Cases (b) and (c) are handled 
as in Lemma 3.12. [] 
We now give a necessary and sufficient condition for a rule to be a reduction 
when the norm d is the depth (1 1). 
3.14. Lemma. Let s-> t be a rule, with Isl> Itt and Var(t) a subset of  Var(s). Let x,, 
be the variable o f  highest index in Var(s). Also assume that condition (M) holds: 
(M) max{lu[ lu~dom(t ) , t (u )=x i}  
< max{lull u ~ dom(s) ,  s(u) = x,} for every i, 1 <~ i <~ n. 
Then, for any ( 6, . . . , t,,), ls( t,, . . . , t , ) l  > l t (  t , ,  . . . , t,,)l. 
Proof. Let w be a greatest address in dom(s(h , . . . ,  t,)). By the definition of tree 
composition, either 
(i) w is in dora(s) and s(w)e~ X, ,  or 
(ii) w=uv with uedom(s) ,  s (u )=x i ,  and vedom(6) fo r  some i, 1~< i~< n. 
In case (i), since [s[> Itl, for every w' in dom(t (h , . . . ,  t,)), if w 'edom(t )  and 
t (w ' ) f tX , ,  then Iw'l<lwl. Otherwise w '= u'v' for u'~ dora(t), t (u ' )=x j  for some j, 
1 <~j ~< n (since Vat(t) is a subset of  Var(s)) and v'~ dora(t j). By condition (M), for 
every j, 1 <~j <~ n, 
aj=max{lu'v'l[u' ~ dom(t) ,  t(u')=xj ,  v' ~ dom(tj)} 
< bj = max{luv'l[u e dom(s) ,  s( u ) = xj, v' ~ dom(tj) }. 
By the choice of  w, max{a j}<max{b j}<~lwl ,  and so Iw'l <lwl. Hence max{lw ' l lw 'e  
dom(t (h , . . . ,  t,,)} < [w[, as desired. 
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In case (ii), for every w' in dom(t ( t l , . . . ,  tn)) such that w'~ dom(t) and t(w') ~ X,,, 
since Isl> It[ and by choice of w, Iw'l <lwl. If w'= u'v' with u'~ dom(t), t (u ' )=xj  
for some j, 1 ~ j  ~< n, v'~ dom(tj), the same reasoning as above shows that, for each 
j, l <~j<~n, 
max{lu'v'llu' ~ dom(t), t(u')=x~, v' a dom(t~)} 
<max{luv'llu~dom(s),s(u)= xj, v' ~ dom(b)} ~< Iw I. 
Hence, Iw'l < Iwl, and the proof is complete. [] 
It should be noted that the assumptions Var(t) a subset of Var(s) and condition 
(M) are crucial as shown by the following counter-examples. 
3.15. Example. (1) Let f (x l )~x2.  Then, f (a ) ,  .... , f ( f (a ) )  
f (x l )o (a , f ( f (a ) ) )  is rewritten to f ( f (a ) ) ,  but [ f ( f (a) ) [> I f(a)l. 
(2) Let f (x ] ,g (g(x2) ) )~f (g(x~) ,x2) .  Then, 
but 
f (g(g(  a ) ), g(g( a ) ) ) ,  .... ~ f (g (g (  g( a ) ) ), a ), 
[ f (g(g(g( a ) )), a )1 > I f (g(g( a ) ), g(g( a ) ) )l. 
since f (a )= 
The ideas used in these counter-examples can be used to show the converse of 
Lemma 3.14. 
3.16. Lemma. I f  a rule s--> t is a reduction, then Is I > Itl, Var(t) is a subset of  Var(s) 
and condition (M) holds. 
Proof. First, using the identity substitution, we get [sl > It[. Let xn be the variable 
of highest index in Var(s)u Var(t). First, assume that xi is in Var(t) but not in 
Var(s). Then, choosing a tree ti such that It, I > Isl, we have 
It(a,..., a, t,, a , . . . ,  a) l>  l s (a , . . . ,  a, ti, a , . . . ,  a)[ 
(where a is any constant in 2;). Hence, Var(t) must be a subset of Var(s). 
If 
max{lullu~dom(s),s(u)=x,}<~max{lullu~dom(t), t (u)=x,}  
for some x~ in Var(s), 1 <~ i<~ n, let t~ be a tree such that It, I > Isl. Then, 
I t (a , . . . ,  a, t,, a,  . . . ,  a)l >~ls(a, . . . ,  a,  t~, a,.  . . ,  a)l. 
Hence, condition (M) is also necessary. [] 
The depth is a >~-monotonic norm, but it is not >-monotonic. The following 
counter-example was communicated to the author by Jean Pierre Jouannaud: let 
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s-> t be a rule such that Isl> Itl, and a tree t I such  that Itl]> Isl. Then, [+(h, s)l = 
I+(h, t)l (where + is a binary operator). However, the depth norm has the property 
(c) stated in Lemma 3.12: I f (s~,. . . ,  s,,)l i> Isil (in fact, [f(s~,.. . ,  s,) l> Is, I). 
In the following lemma, non-decreasing rules are characterized for the norm 
depth. The proof is straightforward and is omitted. 
3.17. Lemma. A rule s --> t is non-decreasing for the norm depth if and only if lsl <~ 
It[, Var(s) is a subset of  Var(t) and for every variable x in Var(t), 
max{lul Iu ~ dom(t), t(u)= x} >~ max{lul Iu ~ dom(s), s(u)= x}. 
Reductions and non-decreasing rules are also characterized for the norm size. 
3.18. Lemma. A rule s --> t is a reduction for the norm size if and only if size(s) > size(t), 
Var(t) is a subset of Var(s), and for every variable x in Var(s), 
card({u I u ~ dom(s), s(u)= x})I> card({u I u ~ dom(t), t(u)= x}). 
A rule s--> t is non-decreasing for the norm size if and only if size(s)~< size(t), Var(s) 
is a subset of Var(t), and for every variable x in Var(t), 
card({u ] u ~ dom(s), s(u) = x}) ~< card({u I u e dom(t), t(u) = x}). 
The proof is straightforward and is omitted. The size is a >-monotonic norm, 
and also satisfies condition (c): size(f(sl,...,sn))1>size(si) (in fact, 
s ize(f (s l , . . . ,  sn)) > size(s/)). 
By Lemma 3.12 (condition (c)), for a set of reductions for the norm depth, the 
relation ~ is well-founded, and, by Lemma 3.13 (condition (a) or (c)), for a set of 
reductions for the norm size, the relation --~ is also well-founded. 
As for string rewriting systems (see Berstel [1]), given a finite reduction system 
(S,--~) where d is a a >-monotonic norm, the set of irreducible trees is a regular 
tree language. This can be proved by showing that irreducible trees are accepted 
by a (deterministic) bottom-up tree automaton (see Doner [ 10], Thatcher and Wright 
[34] or Brainerd [7]). However, it should be noted that this result only holds for a 
subclass of rules, the left-linear ules (see Definition 3.25). 
3.19. Definition. A nondeterministic bottom-up tree automaton is defined as a tuple 
D= (Q, ~, 8, qo, QF) where Q is a finite set of states; 2 is a finite alphabet of input 
symbols (with at least one constant), qo is a distinguished state called the initial 
state; QF is a subset of Q of final states; 8 is a partial function called the transition 
function such that 8: U (Q'<f) x~ [fe z )  -> 2 ° (with QO = {qo}). 
3.20. Definition. A bottom-up tree automaton D is deterministic f and only if 8 is 
a partial function with range Q. 
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The computat ion of a bottom-up tree automaton is defined in terms of a relation 
on instantaneous descriptions (for short, ID's). In defining ID's it is convenient to 
treat the states as unary function symbols. This useful method for describing ID's 
is borrowed from Guessarian [ 15]. 
3.21. Definition. Given a bottom-up tree automaton D and an input tree T in T:~, 
an instantaneous description (for short, an ID) is a tree in T~uo of the form 
to(q l ( f i ) , . . . ,  qk(tk)) where: to is a tree in T~(Xk) such that each xi (1 ~ i~  < k) occurs 
exactly once in to, each t~ (l~<i<~k) is a tree in T:z, q l , . . . ,qkSQ and T= 
to ( t l , . . . ,  tk). 
Intuitively speaking, an ID to(q~ ( t~), . . . ,  qk (tk)) contains the information that the 
subtrees t l , . . .  , t k of T have been scanned, for each read head positioned at the 
root of ti the associated state is qi, and the remaining input is to. 
An initial ID is simply an input tree T, and a final ID is an ID of  the form q(T)  
where q is in QF- Using the above definition for ID's allows us to express the 
transition rules of a bottom-up tree automaton as rewrite rules. This is ve~ con- 
venient because this allows us to define the computation of a bottom-up tree 
automaton as a sequence of rewrite steps between ID's. 
3.22. Definition. Given a bottom-up tree automaton D, the set of rewrite rules SD 
is defined as follows: 
For every transition q ~ 6( (q l , . . . ,  qm),f) where r( f )  > O, f (  ql( xl), . . . , qm( Xm) ) -> 
q( f (x l , . . . ,  x,,,)) is in So. 
For every transition q ~ 8(qo, a) where r(a) = O, a --> q(a) in in So. 
In order to define the notion of computation of a bottom-up tree automaton, we 
define the relation ~s  for any set of rules S. 
3.23. Definition. For any two trees t~ and t: in Tz (X), t~ ~s  t: if and only if there 
is some tree T in Tz(X) ,  some tree address u both in dom(fi) and dom(t:), some 
rule s--> t in S, some substitution h: Var (s )u  Var(t)--> Tz (X), and tl = T[u ~/~(s)], 
t2 = T[u <--/~( t)]. 
Given an input tree T, a computation of a bottom-up tree automaton D is any 
sequence of rewrite steps T ~s*  T' where T' is some ID. 
3.24. Definition. Given a bottom-up tree automaton D, the language accepted by D 
is the set of trees L(D)  ={Te T lT s*o q(T) ,  qe  Qv}. 
The following result holds for a certain type of rules called left-linear. 
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3.25. Definition. A rule s ~ t is left-linear if every variable in Var(s) has a single 
occurrence; that is, for every x in Var(s), card({u I u ~ dom(s) and s(u) = x}) = 1. A 
reduction system is left-linear if all rules in it are left-linear. 
3.26. Lemma. Given a >-monotonic norm d and a finite left-linear eduction system 
( S, :-~), the set of irreducible trees (mod S) is accepted by a deterministic bottom-up 
tree automaton IRRs. 
Sketch of proof. Since d is >-monotonic  and S is a reduction system, by Lemma 
3.10, a tree T is irreducible (mod S) if and only if no reduction s-> t applies. Let 
K = max{isi[s-> t ~ S} + 1. We design a deterministic bottom-up automaton D as 
follows: starting from the leaves, the automaton scans and stores in the states top 
portions of  depth <~ K of subtrees of the input, and checks whether a reduction 
s--> t in S applies to any of these subtrees. I f  any reduction applies, T is not 
irreducible and is rejected. Otherwise, the automaton keeps moving up, still storing 
upper port ions of depth <~K of subtrees of T (trees of the form to such that 
to(t1, . . . ,  tk) is a subtree of T for some t~, . . . ,  tk). D also checks whether a reduction 
applies to any tree of the form to. Since we have assumed that the rules are left-linear, 
checking whether a reduction s-> t applies does not require making sure that, in a 
tree s (h,  • • . ,  tk), subtrees ubstituted for occurrences of a same variable are identical. 
Hence, this is a finite state process. If the automaton reaches the root of T and no 
reduction was applicable, T is irreducible and is accepted. Otherwise, T is 
rejected. [] 
We now describe the states and the transitions in more detail. Let _L be a new 
constant symbol, and let 2± be the alphabet obtained by adjoining _t_ to the constants. 
For every integer k~0,  let TRUNCATEk be the function mapping a tree t to its 
truncation of  depth k, given by 
TRUNCATEk (t) = { ( U, t( U ))l U E dom(t),  lul < k } 
u {(u, _L)I uvEdom(t),  lul : k}. 
The set of states of the automaton is the set all trees of depth at most K in TzI, 
plus two states, START and DEAD. A state s is a final state if and only if there is 
no rule r~ t such that s is  a substitution instance r ( t l , . . .  , tra) of 1". For every 
constant a (a # _L), there is a transition from START to the state a (the one-node 
tree a). For every symbol f in ,~ of rank m, for every m-tuple of states (s~, . . . ,  s,,), 
where si ~ DEAD for all i, there is a transition to the state TRUNCATEK ( f (S l ,  • • . ,  Sra)) 
if that state is an accepting state, and to the state DEAD otherwise. For every m-tuple 
of states ( s i , . . . ,  s,,) where, for some i, si = DEAD,  there is a transition to DEAD. It 
is not difficult to show that the tree automaton IRRs accepts the set of irreducible 
trees (mod S). 
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4. Normal reductions 
Following [2], our next goal is to show that given a finite reduction system S, 
there is an algorithm to reduce every tree to an irreducible tree. This will then be 
used to show that there is an algorithm for deciding whether two trees are congruent 
modulo a finite Church-Rosser  reduction system S. First, it is necessary to generalize 
the notion of a leftmost reduction to trees. The situation for trees is more complicated 
since there are at least two ways to proceed: define a topmost reduction or a 
bottommost reduction. For our purpose, the notion of a bottommost reduction seems 
perfectly adequate. It is defined below. This does not mean that the notion of 
topmost reduction is not interesting. We are simply postponing its investigation. 
The fol lowing paragraph attempts to explain the intuit ion leading to the concept 
of a bot tom-up normal reduction, in case the norm is the size of a tree. Let S be 
a finite reduction system such that: 
(1) For every tree s, there is at most one tree t that s--> t is a reduction in S. 
(2) It is assumed that there is a total ordering on each subset of rules {s'-~ t' e S If or 
some so  t in S, s ize(s ' )= size(s)}. 
Given a tree T, let us imagine that we scan T from bottom-up,  trying to match 
a subtree r of T of smallest depth with a subsitution instance of the left-hand side 
of a reduction s --> t in S. Then, if  there are at least two rules s--> t and s'-> t' such 
that T can be written as T = to[U <-- r] where r -- s (h , . . . ,  tm)= s'(t~,. . . ,  t'), we will 
use the greatest rule s--> t in the total ordering of all rules such that r = S( t l , . . . ,  t=) 
for which s has largest size (which exists by (1) and (2)). After having reduced r 
to r '=  t ( t l , . . . ,  tin), we repeat this process with to[U <- r']. This process forces the 
rules to be appl ied in a certain order that we shall call the bottom-up normal order 
or, for simplicity, the normal order. Hence, we shall define the concept of a normal 
reduction. 
In the remainder of this paper it will be assumed that the norm d is >-monotonic,  
that the relation --~s is well-founded, and that the rules in S are totally ordered 
in such a way that s-> t precedes '-> t' whenever d(s)< d(s'). (This can always be 
achieved by applying a topological sort to the partial ordering of the rules defined 
such that s--> t precedes '-> t' i f  and only if either s-> t = s'-> t' or d(s) < d(s').) 
4.1. Definition. A derivation step T--~ T' (mod S) is bottom-up normal with respect 
to d (or d-normal) if 
(1) T= to[U <- S( t l , . . . ,  tin)I, T '= to[U <- t ( t l , . . . ,  tm)] for some reduction s -> t e S, 
and d(T )> d(T') .  
t I (2) Let r=s(h , . . . , t=) .  Whenever we have T=t~[v~-s ( t l , . . . , t ' ) ] ,  T'= 
t~[v<-t'(t~,..., t ' ) ]  for some s'-~ t' in S, s # s' and u and v are dependent, hen v 
is an ancestor of  u (u = vw for some w) and s --> t is the greatest (in the total ordering 
assumed on S) of all reductions '--> t' such that s ' ( t i , . . . ,  t') = r (for some t l , . . . ,  t ' )  
for which d(s') is maximal. 
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A normal reduction step will be denoted as T- -~ T' and the reflexive transitive 
* The following lemma is easily shown by definition closure of--~, is denoted as "-~n. 
of a normal reduction. 
4.2. Lemma. Let To--~n TI - -~ . . . . .  ~ Tk be a normal reduction. For each i, i= 
1, • • k, let Ti-l t~u i~- -s i ( t~ ,  . i = to[Ui ~ i i = tm,)] and Ti t i ( t l , . . . ,  where ti • , • . ,  tm, ) ] ,  Si -> 
is a rule in S, [sil > lti[. Then, each tj (l<~i<~k, l <-j <~ mi) is irreducible. 
4.3. Lemma. (a) For every T, there exists an irreducible T' such that T--~* T'. 
(b) Suppose (S,--~) is Church-Rosser. For all T and all irreducible T', T ~-*-~ T' 
i f  and only i f  T--~* T'. Thus, for every T there is a unique irreducible T' such that 
T--~* T'. 
Proof. (a) Since the relation --~ is well-founded, we will prove (a) by Noetherian 
induction (applied to the relation --~). If  T is irreducible, (a) holds trivially. 
Otherwise, T is reducible• Then, let r be a reducible subtree of T of smallest depth, 
and let s--> t be the greatest rule among the reductions uch that S(tl,... ,tra) = r 
and s has maximal d(s).  By hypothesis, there is exactly one such rule. It is clear that 
T= to [U~S( t l , . . . ,  tm)]--~, T1 = to[U~- t ( t l , . . . ,  tm)] 
is a normal reduction step. By the induction hypothesis, there is a normal reduction 
T1--~* T' for some irreducible T' and so, we have the normal reduction T--~* T' 
with T' irreducible. 
The proof of (b) is very similar to the corresponding result for strings [2] and is 
omitted. [] 
5. The reduce algorithm 
Our next goal will be to prove that there is an algorithm such that, given a 
>-monotonic norm d and a finite reduction system S such that --~s is well-founded, 
every tree t is reduced to an irreducible tree t' in a normal reduction. 
In this section as well as the next, to insure the correctness of the algorithms 
involved, it is necessary to assume that Vat(t) is a subset of Var(s) for every reduction 
s ->t .  
Given S, let S' be any subsystem of S with the following property: 
(i) For each reduction s-> t in S with left-hand side s, there is exactly one 
reduction s--> t' in S'. 
Since S is a reduction system and d is >-monotonic, it is clear that a tree T is 
irreducible (mod S) if and only if it is irreducible (mod S'). Hence, the algorithm 
will be applied to S'. Instead of using a machine with two pushdown stores as in 
[2], we shall use a machine using two lists of trees (forests) as storage devices. 
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(Actually, the right forest is just a single tree.) Also, since trees cannot be reversed, 
the tree in the right forest FOREST2 is scanned bottom-up,  whereas the trees in the 
first forest FOREST1 are scanned top-down. The machine operates as follows. 
Algorithm REDUCE. Initially, FOREST2 contains the single input tree T and FOREST I 
contains the list consisting of an empty tree _/_ for every leaf of T. In general, 
FOREST1 contains a tuple of trees (Sl, • •. ,  Sk) and FOREST2 contains a tree t in which 
each variable xi (1 ~< i~ < k) occurs at most once and xi occurs to the left of xj 
( 1 <~ i ~<j <~ k). The tree t has exactly k leaves, and every leaf labeled with a constant 
is associated with an empty tree in FORESTI. 
The step-by-step computat ion of the machine is described in terms of two 
operations READ and MATCH. Unfortunately, these operations require a careful 
and tedious renaming of variables. We first explain these operations ignoring the 
renaming process, and then give the precise definition of the renaming. 
(i) READ. The machine attempts to read a new symbol f which is the root of a 
bottom subtree of t of the form f (x i+ l , . . . ,  xi+m) (or a leaf node a), 0~ < i~  < k-  1. 
I f f  can be read, that is, if t has a subtree of the form f (x~+t, . . . ,  X~+m) (or a), then 
f (or a) is transferred to the top of FORESTt and is removed from the bottom of 
FOREST2 as follows: 
Let u be the address of the root of f(x~+~,.. . ,  xi+m) (or a) in t. The tree t in 
FOREST 2 becomes the tree t'[u <-X~+l] if r ( f )>  0, where t' is obtained from t by 
renaming some of the variables, or t[u <--xi+~] if a is a constant. 
FOREST 1 becomes (S l ,  . . , si, f (S i+ l , . . .  , Si+m) , S i+rn+l ,  . . . , Sk_ra+l ) (o r  
s,, a, s ,+2, . . . ,  sk)). 
I f  the machine was able to perform a READ, then it performs a MATCH. Otherwise, 
if the tree t is equal to x~, the computation is complete and the result is in fact a 
single tree T' in FORESTi. T' is irreducible and T--~* T'. 
(ii) MATCH. The machine tries to match some tree S~+l (0 ~< i ~< k -  1) in FOREST1 
with the left-hand side s of a reduction s--> w in S'. If a match is found, let s-> w 
be the greatest reduction among all rules in S' such that s~+~ = s( r l , . . .  , rn) and s 
has maximal d(s). (This reduction is unique by the assumptions on S'.) Then, s is 
popped from FORESTI and w replaces xi+ 1 in t in FOREST2. 
More precisely, let p be the number of leaves in w, and YK be the address of xi+~ 
t ! in t. Then, FOREST l becomes (s~, . . . ,  s~, r~, . . . ,  rp, s~+2,..., Sk) (which contains 
I __  k+p-  1 trees) where, for 1 <~ q<~p, rq - % if the qth leaf in w is labeled with the 
variable x~j, (1 <~j~< M),  and rq = _1_ (the empty tree) if the qth leaf in w is not a 
variable. 
FOREST2 becomes the tree t'[yr <--w'], where t' is obtained by renaming some 
variables in t, and w' is obtained by renaming some variables in w. 
After a MATCH operation (successful or not), the READ operation is tried. 
The renaming process is performed as follows. 
(i) READ move. Let {H i , . . . ,  Uk} the set of addresses of the leaves in t, and 
{Yt, • • •, YN } the subset of these addresses such that t(yh ) = Xjh (1 <<- h <~ N <~ k, 1 <~ jh <~ 
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k). Let u be the address of the root of f (x i÷b. . . , x i+ , , )  (or a) in t and, if 
r ( f )>0,  let K be the index such that yK = u~÷~. Note that if uj is labeled with 
a variable, then it is xj. Let H be the function such that, for each j, 1 <~j ~< N-  K, 
H(K  +j)=q-m + 1 if YK÷j = Uq (that is, uq is the qth leaf of t labeled with a 
variable), 1 ~< q ~</6 (In the case of a constant, it is not necessary to define H.) 
The tree t in FORESTx becomes t[u <-- xi+~, YK+~ <-" Xn(K+I), • • •, YN <-- Xn(N)] if 
r ( f )  > 0, or t[u <--x~+l] if a is a constant. 
(ii) MATCH move. Let {vl, . . . .  , vp} be the set of addresses of the leaves of w 
(listed from left to right), {z t , . . . ,  zM} the subset of these addresses uch that 
W( Zh ) = Xih (1 <~ h <~ M <- p, 1 <~ ih <<- n ), { Ul, . . . , Uk } the set of addresses of the leaves 
in t, and {y~, . . . ,  YN } thesubset of these addresses such that t (Yh) = X~h (1 ~ h <~ N ~ k, 
1 <~jh <~ k). Let K be the index such that YK = U~+I. Let G be the function such that, 
for each j, 1 <~j <- M, G( j )  = i + q i f  zj -- vq (that is, zj is the qth leaf of w labeled 
with a variable), 1 ~< q <~ p. Let H be the function such that, for each j, 1 <~j ~< N - K, 
H(K  +j)  = q +p-  1 if YK+j = Uq (that is, YK+~ is the qth leaf of t labeled with a 
variable), 1 <~ q ~< k. 
Then, FOREST1 becomes (S l , . . . ,  s~, r~, . . . ,  r~,, s i+2,. . . ,  Sk) (which contains k+p-  
1 trees) where, for 1 ~< q<~p, rq =rij if Vq =zj  (1 ~<j<~ M),  and rq = l (the empty 
tree) if W(Vq) is not a variable. This step is deterministic, even if some variables xj 
do not occur in s. Indeed, since Vat(w) is a subset of Vat(s) and since only the 
subtrees r~j corresponding tovariables actually occurring in w are retained in FORESTI 
(perhaps duplicated), subtrees ~ such that xj does not occur in s are irrelevant. In 
matching S~÷l and s ( r~, . . . ,  rn), we can assume that each tree rj corresponding to a 
variable xj not occurring in s is the variable x~. 
FOREST2 becomes 
t[yK <- w', YK +I <-- XH(K  +I ) ,  • • . ,  YN <-- Xn(N)] 
with w' = w[zl <'- xG(1) , . . . , z M <-- XG(M) ]. 
Independent subtrees can be processed in parallel, and the machine actually 
operates deterministically. (We do not consider the choice of subtrees to be processed 
an instance of nondeterminism, but instead an instance of parallelism.) 
5.1. Theorem. Given any finite reduction system S, for  any input tree T (in FOREST2), 
the algorithm halts and produces an irreducible tree T '  (in FOREST1) such that there 
is a normal reduction T--~* T'. 
Proof. The proof  follows from the observation that, for any configuration 
( ( s~, . . . ,  Sk), t) of the machine, R = t ( s l , . . . ,  Sk) is a tree such that T--~* R, and 
the relation --~n is a subset of the well-founded relation --~. [] 
In order to assess the time complexity of the algorithm, we need to have an upper 
bound on the maximum number of nodes that t ( s l , . . . ,  Sk) may have during the 
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computation on input T. The difficulty is that, even though --~s is well-founded and 
all decreasing chains (corresponding to reductions) starting from d(T)  are finite, 
there is no way of predicting the length of the chain that the algorithm will follow. 
Hence, we perform the analysis in the case where W is the set of natural numbers. 
In this case, the length of the chain is bounded by d(T).  Let s(T)  be the maximum 
size of the tree t ( s~, . . . ,  Sk) during the computation. An upper bound on s(T) can 
be estimated as follows. If  d is the norm size, then s (T )= size(T). Otherwise, we 
distinguish between two cases. If  every s --> w in S is a reduction with respect o the 
norm [ [(depth), let M1 = max{r ( f ) [ f~  }. In this case, s(T) is bounded by M~ ft. 
Otherwise, for some rule s--> w, either Isl <lwl or, for some u in dom(s), some v in 
dom(w) and some variable x in dom(w), lul < Ivl and s(u) = w(v) = x. Let 
p = min{lul  I u ~ dom(s), s(u) is a variable, s--> w ~ S'} 
and 
q=max{lwlls-,  w~ S'}. 
Note that p< q. Then, s (T )  is bounded by 
1 + MI +" • • + M~ a°')-~)~q-p)+q  size( T)M~ d(7")-~)(q-p)+q 
<~ (size(T) + M1)M~ a~T)-l)<q-p)+q. 
Let M2 = max{s ize(w)  I s -~ w s S'}. Since a MATCH is performed after each read, the 
number of MATCH moves is bounded by s (T )  plus the total number of symbols 
written on FOREST2, which is bounded by ME" d(T)  since there are at most d(T)  
"pop s, push w" steps. Between READ'S, each MA'rc~ operation examines a tree of 
size bounded by max{size(s)Is-> t ~ S'}, and so the cost of a MATCH operation is 
bounded by a constant. Hence, the algorithm runs in time bounded by k~ • s (T )+ 
k2" d (T )  for some constants kl and k2. 
5.2. Theorem. I f  S is a finite reduction system and the set W for the norm d is the set 
of  natural numbers, the above algorithm reduces every input T to an irreducible tree, 
and the algorithm operates in time bounded by kl • s( T ) + k2" d ( T ). 
As a consequence of Theorem 5.2, the following also holds. 
5.3. Theorem. I f  S is a finite reduction system, d is a >-monotonic norm and (S,--~) 
is Church-Rosser, then there is an algorithm to decide whether two trees are congruent 
(mod S). I f  d is a norm with range the natural numbers, the algorithm operates in 
time bounded by kl " (s (h)  + s(t2)) + k2" (d (h)  + d(t2)). 
Proof. Recall that (S, --~) is Church-Rosser [2, 5] if and only if, for any irreducible 
t~ and t2, t~ ~-*-, t2 implies t~ = t2. Also, for every T, there is a unique irreducible 
T' such that T--~* T'. Thus, given t( and t2 use Algorithm REDUCE to produce 
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irreducible s~ and s2 such that t~--~* sl and t 2--~,n* s2. If S is Church-Rosser, tl is 
congruent to t 2 if and only if s~ = s2, which can be decided in linear-time (in the 
size of trees). [] 
As a corollary, the complexity of the above algorithm is given for the norm size. 
5.4. Corollary. For the norm size, the Algorithm REDUCE operates in time linear in 
size(T). 
Proof. When the norm d is the size, s(T)  can be replaced by size(T). [] 
In this section, it was assumed that norms were >-monotonic.  Sometimes, given 
a norm d which is only ~>-monotonic, an equivalent norm d' which is >-monotonic  
can be found. However, there may be a price to pay in terms of computational 
complexity, as il lustrated below, by the example of the norm depth. 
Let d be a ~>-monotonic norm with range a well-founded set W, assume that, 
for every t ree f ( t l , . . . ,  tin), d ( f ( t l , . . . ,  tin)> d(ti), and that S is a set of reductions. 
Then, there is a norm d' with range the set M(W)  of finite multisets over W such 
that: 
(1) d' is >>-monotonic with respect o the multiset ordering >>; 
(2) S is a set of reductions with respect o d'. 
The norm d' is defined by 
d'(T) = {d(T /u ) ]  u ~ dom(T)} (as a multiset). 
When W is the set of natural numbers, we can define d' by 
d ' (T )  = Y~ {ka(r/")lu¢dom(T)}. 
The above situation applies to the norm depth. In this case, 
(*) d'(T) = E {kIT/"ilu~dom(T)} , 
where u is any tree-address in T, IT~ u I is the depth of the subtree of T at u, and 
k is the max imum rank of the finite set of function symbols. For the above norm 
(*), if }TI = n, since d(T)  ~< I + k+-  • • + k n and d is non-increasing, the max imum 
size of t(sl,..., s,,) is I + k+.  • • + k n and at most I + k+.  • • + k" reductions can 
be performed. Hence, the complexity of Algorithm REDUCE for the norm d' is O(k  ~) 
(exponential). 
One  of the difficulties with the approach using a norm is that we do not know 
whether there is an algorithm for testing the Church-Rosser property with respect 
to a norm d. The relationship between our approach using a norm and the approach 
using orderings on trees (Dershowitz [9], Kamin  and Levy [19], and Manna and 
Ness [24]) should be explored further. Related investigations have been made by 
Pelin [28] where a norm is called a complexity function. 
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6. Monadic reduction systems and tree-pushdown automata 
When the reduction systems under consideration have the property that, for every 
reduction s --> t in $, I tl <~ 1, the automaton described in Section 5 can be simplified. 
Indeed, only FORES'r~ is needed as storage, and FORESt2 is the input tree which 
remains unchanged uring the computation. Such an automaton is essentially the 
generalization to trees of the standard pushdown automaton model. Such a model 
was studied extensively in [33] (see also [32]). However, there are some differences 
in 'reduce moves' as explained below. 
Let Z be a finite ranked alphabet (with at least one constant). In this section, we 
are assuming that the norm d is >-monotonic  and that, for every reduction system 
S, the relation --~s is well-founded. 
6.1. Definition. A set of rules S is monadic if every rule s--> t ~ S is a left-linear 
reduction, ttl ~< 1, and Var(t) is a subset of Var(s). 
6.2. Definition. A tree-pushdown automaton (for short, TPDA) is defined as a tuple 
D = (Q, Z, F, S, 8, qo, QF, _L), where Q is a finite set of states; Z is a finite ranked 
alphabet of input symbols; F is a finite alphabet of stack symbols. Let m = 
max{r(fl) 1/3 ~ r} .  
S is a finite monadic set of rules over F. Let K = max{lsll s-~ t s s} + 1, and M = m r. 
q0 is a distinguished state in Q called the initial state; QF is a subset of Q of final 
states; _t_ is a special constant in F denoting the empty tree stack; 8 is a partial 
function called the transition function such that 
8: [._.J (Q'(f) x Z [ fe  Z ) u Q x Tr(XM) --> 2 o~o×(rUrr(xM)) 
(with QO= {qo}, e denoting the empty string). 
The transit ion function is defined in such a way that there are three kinds of moves: 
(1) Read (or shift) moves: 
(i) (q ,F )~8((q l , . . . ,q , , ) , f )  where f~Z,F~F,  q, q l , . . . ,q , ,~Q, and n= 
r ( f )=  r (F)~ 1; 
(ii) (q, b)~8(qo, a) where a~Z, b~F, q, q0~ Q, and r(a)=r(b)=O. 
(2) Reduce moves: (q, t) ~ 8(p, s) where p, q ~ Q, and s--> t ~ S. 
(3) Change state moves: q ~ 8(p, s) where p, q ~ Q, and s e Tr(Xm) is a tree of 
depth at most K. 
6.3. Definition. A TPDA D is deterministic (for short, a DTPDA) if the following 
conditions hold: 
(1) 8 is a partial function with range Qu Q ×(Fw Tr(Xm)). 
(2) I f  any of 8((ql , . . . ,  qn),f) or 8(p, s) is defined for some p ~ {q l , . . . ,  qn}, then 
only one of  them is defined. 
(3) For every s such that, for some t, s-> t is in S, s-> t' in S implies that t = t'. 
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Condit ion (2) guarantees that there are no shift /reduce conflicts and condition 
(3) that there  are no reduce/reduce conflicts. 
A monadic  set of rules satisfying condition (3) is called a determinist ic monadic 
set of rules. 
In order to describe the functioning of a TPDA (or DTPDA), we define the 
concept of an instantaneous description. For this, it is convenient to treat the states 
as function symbols of rank 2, as in [ 15]. 
6.4. Definition. Given a TPDA D and an input tree T in Tx, an instantaneous 
description (for short, and ID) is a tree in T~r~o of the form 
to (q l ( t l , /31) , . . . ,  qk(tk,/3k)),  where to is a tree in Tx(Xk)  and each xi ( l<~i~<k) 
occurs exactly once in to, each t~ (1 ~<i<~ k) is a tree in T~, each /3~ is a tree in 
Tr, q~, . . . , qk 6 Q and T= to( t l , . . . ,  tk). 
Intuitively speaking, an ID to (q l (q , /31) , . . . ,  qk(tk, /3k)) contains the following 
information: the subtrees q , . . . ,  tk of T have been scanned, for each read head 
posit ioned at the root of ti the corresponding state is qi and the associated tree stack 
is/3i. The remaining input to be scanned is to. 
Given an input T, the initial ID is T itself and a f ina l  (or accepting) ID is of the 
form q(T,/3) for some tree stack/3. Using the above definition for ID's allows us 
to express the transitions rules of a TPDA as rewrite rules. This is every convenient 
because this allows us to define the computation of a TPDA as a sequence of rewrite 
steps between ID's. 
6.5. Definition. Given a TPDA D, the set of rewrite rules So (over Tx~ruo)  is 
defined as follows: 
- For every transit ion (q, F) ~ 8( (q l , . . .  ,q , , ) , f )  where r ( f )  > O, f (q l (x l ,  Y l ) , . . . ,  
q, , , (x , , , y , , , ) )~q( f (x l , . . . , x , , , ) ,  F (yb . . . , y , , ) )  is in S/> 
- For every transit ion (q, b) ~ 6(qo, a) where r (a )  = O, a ~ q(a,  b) is in So. 
- For every transit ion (q, t) ~ 6(p, s) where s-~ t is in S, p(xM+~, s)-~ q(x,,+l, t) is 
in So. 
- For every transit ion q ~ 6(p, s), p(xM+l, s) ~ q(xM+l,  S) is in S~ 
Remark. To be perfectly rigorous, 
f (q l (x~,  Yl) ,  . . . , q,,,(x,,,, y,,,))-~ q( f (xb  . . . , Xr,,), F (y l ,  . . . , y,,,)) 
should be written as 
f (q l (X l ,  X2),. • •, q,~(X2m-,, X2,n)) ") q( f (X l , . . . ,  X2m-1), F (X2 , . . . ,  X2m)) ,
but we will use the previous notation which is simpler. Also, in rules p(XM+I, S)--) 
q(XM+~, t), the variable x~t+~ is used because it is the first variable not occurring in 
any of  the trees of depth at most K. For simplicity, we will occasionally call it y~. 
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Recall the definition (given in Definition 3.11) of the relation ~s  where S is any 
set of rewrite rules. Given any input tree T, a computation of a TPDA D is any 
sequence of derivation steps T 3"  T' where T' is some ID and So is the set of SD 
rewrite rules associated with D. 
6.6. Definition. Given a TPDA D, the following languages are defined: 
The set T(D)  of trees accepted byf ina l  state by D is the set 
T(D)= { T~ T~I T ~*  o q( T, /3), qe  QF, /3 ~ Tr}. 
The set L(  D ) of trees accepted by f inal  state and empty stack is the set 
L(D)={Te T~IT~*  o q(T, l ) ,  qeQF}. 
Remark.  The TPDA model defined in this paper differs from the model studied in 
[33] in three respects. First, in Schimpf's model, the rules in S are of the form 
s-~ F (x~, . . . ,  x~) where F has arity n and Var(s) is a subset o f{x~, . . . ,  x~}. Second, 
in Schimpf's model, a reduce move depends on the roots of the tree stacks that 
are arguments of the left-hand side s. More specifically, a reduce transition is of 
the form (q, F)  ~ 8(p, s, [F l , . . . ,  Fn]) where n = r (F ) .  For any ID of the form 
T[u  ~ p(  h,  s(/3b . . . , /3~)], 
T [u  ~ p( h, s(/31, . . . , /3n) ) ]~so T[u ~ q( h,  F(/31, . . . , /3n))] 
if and only if/3i(e) = Fi (I <~ i~  < n), that is, the root of each/3i is labeled with F~. 
Third, change state moves do not exist in Schimpf's model. Actually, change state 
moves can be eliminated from our model, and they are only a convenience. Indeed, 
it is possible to simulate a change state move by a sequence of reduce moves 
transferring, symbol by symbol, the top portion s of a tree stack into some state, 
then to restore the tree stack using shift moves, and perform the change of state. 
In [2] it is shown that if a finite monadic Thue system is Church-Rosser, then 
every union_of congruence classes indexed by a regular set of irreducible strings is 
a deterministic ontext-free language. 
In order to generalize this result to monadic tree reductions, we need to generalize 
slightly the concept of acceptance by final state. What we need is to define acceptance 
when the TPDA D is in a final state, and the tree stack/3 belongs to a predefined 
regular set of trees A. In the case of a standard string PDA, since the reversal of a 
regular language is also regular, the PDA can actually check that the remaining 
string on the pushdown store is in A R (the reversal of A). Hence, this new mode 
of acceptance does not increase the power of the PDA. In the tree case, the reversal 
of a tree is not defined, and this new mode of acceptance seems to increase the 
power of the TPDA. However, we have not been able to prove this yet. 
6.7. Definition. Given a regular tree language R and a TPDA D, we define the 
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language 
L(D, R)= {T ~ T~ I T ~*o q( T, /3), q E QF, /3 E R}. 
Note that this mode of acceptance amounts to running a (standard) bottom-up 
tree automaton on the tree stack, whenever D is in a final state. 
6.8. Theorem. Let S be a finite monadic set of reductions which is unequivocal, that 
is, s-> t and s--> t' in S implies t = t'. I f  R is a regular set of trees, then the set {T[ for 
some irreducible T' in R, T--~* T'} is equal to the language L(D, R) for some 
deterministic TPDA D. 
Proof. We shall sketch the construction of a deterministic TPDA D which reduces 
every input tree T to an irreducible tree T' in a normal reduction, T' being left on 
the tree stack. Let K = max{Isl ls~ t e s}+ 1. Initially, the tree stack is empty and 
the read heads are positioned below each leaf of the input tree T. When the store 
is empty, the TPDA reads the leaves and pushes them onto the tree stack. The top 
portions of depth <~ K of the tree stacks are also remembered in the states (trees of 
the form to, such that for some t l , . . . ,  tk, to(t1,.. . ,  tk) is equal to a tree stack/3), 
as in the proof of Lemma 3.26. 
When the store is nonempty, the TPDA attempts to perform a reduce move. For 
that, consulting the states, the TPDA determines if any rule is applicable to any of 
the top portions of tree stacks (one of the trees of the form to). If this is the case, 
the rule of highest index (in the ordering of the rules assumed in both Sections 5 
and 6) among all applicable rules with maximal d(s) is applied. Hence, if this rule 
is s ~ t, a reduce move by s -* t is performed. This rule is unique from the assumptions 
on S. If a reduction was performed, the TPDA performs change state moves, whose 
purpose are to update the states so that they store the top portions of depth <~ K 
of the tree stacks. More specifically, let TRUNCATE~ be defined as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.26, except hat discarded subtrees are replaced by distinct variables. Then, 
for every tree/3 of depth at most K - 1 in Tr, and for every state p entered after a 
reduction, there is a transition 8(p,/3) to a state storing/3. Also, for every tree/3 of 
depth K in Tr, there is a transition 8(p, TRUNCATE~:(/3)) to a state storing TRUN- 
CATEK(fl). (Note that TRUNCATE~:(/3) contains variables, and that these variables 
are replaced by 3_ in TRUNCATEK(/3).) Following such special moves, another educe 
move is attempted on any of the tree stacks. 
If no reductions are possible, the TPDA attempts to read a new input symbol 
from the input T. If  the input tree T has been entirely scanned, check whether the 
current ree stack/3 is in the regular set R. If  this is the case, T is accepted, otherwise 
rejected. I f  the input has not been scanned entirely, read and push such an unscanned 
symbol onto the corresponding tree stack. During such a move, the state is also 
updated to store the top portion of the tree stack of depth <~K (trees of the form 
to), as in the proof of Lemma 3.26, using the function TRUNCATEK. Such a move 
is called a shift move. Following such a move, the TPDA attempts to perform a 
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reduction• If no reduction is possible, another shift move is attempted. Note that 
the above TPDA is deterministic. 
From the description of the moves of the TPDA, if T--~* T' and T' is irreducible, 
the TPDA accepts T if and only if T 'e  R. Formally, assume that n reduce moves 
are performed during the computation. Let si ~ ti be the rule applied in the ith 
reduction. Let To = T, T~ be the ID just before the ith reduction, and IDi÷t the ID 
just after the ith reduction (1 ~ i<~ n). Then, Tn+~ =pn+~(T, T') for some final state 
pn+~, and, for 1 ~< i <~ n, 
to(rl, rj, mi = to(r1,. • . ,  r j , , . . . ,  . . . ,  , . . . ,  Ti i i i r i i )~ ,  i i i+1 r i ) = T/+,, 
where i i i rk=pik(tk,  f l~) fo r l<k<mi ,  and, fo rk=j i ( l<~j i<~mi) , f l i  i k ~ S i (S l ,  • , . . Sn i )  , 
t~ +1 t~, and/3~ +l ti(Sil, i i • . . ,  to ( t l , . . . ,  T.) = = sn,). (Recall that i ~ tin,) = 
We shall prove by induction on i that each step 
Ui tio(fl i i t~+l(flil+l Ri+l 
1,  " ° f l  , " • " , / ' "  mi+ l /  = ., m,)"~ =U~+l for l<~i~<n 
is a normal reduction. 
This is obvious for i = 1 from the description of the moves of the TPDA. Assume 
that, for all i < K, Ui --, U~+I is a normal reduction, and consider UK --, UK+I. Either 
a previous reduction was applied to the tree stack/3j~ and there is a greatest index 
H(2~<H<~K)  suchthat  n- i  /3j,_, is reduced in TH-~ -'~* TH, or it is the first time that 
a reduction is appl ied to the tree stack ~.K In the second case, it is clear from the 
JK  • 
description of the moves of the TPDA that Ur  --~" UK+~ is normal. In the first case, 
by induction hypothesis, Uu-I - -TUn is a normal reduction. Hence, by Lemma 4.2, 
s lH- -1  H- - l  , . . . ,  s~,_~ are all irreducible. If [tn_~[=0, either tn-1 is a constant b or a 
variable xj (1 ~ j~ m~-m). If tH_ 1 is a constant, then, for k = jn - l , /3k  u = b. If there 
is no rule with left-hand side b, only shift moves affected this tree stack until step 
K, and the step Ur  "-~ UK+~ is normal. Otherwise, such a rule must be of the form 
b -~ c with d(b)  > d(c) .  But then, we must have Sr = tH-1, and the step Uk --~ UK+~ 
is normal. If tu-1 is the variable x~, /3k u = S~ -~. Since this tree is irreducible and H 
is the index of the latest reduction before step K on that tree stack, as above, only 
shift moves affected this tree stack until step K and UK "'~ Ur+~ is normal. If 
I /n- l]  1, then either tH_~(S~ -l n-~ = , . . . ,  s, ,_,) is irreducible, or it is reducible. If it is 
irreducible, as above UK'-"UK+~ is normal. Otherwise, we claim that 
sk(sf, , t . _ , ($ f ' - '  • . . , • • • , SnH_ l ) "  
Indeed, since [tu-~[ 1, and S1 H-1  n - - I  = , . . . ,  s,,_, are all irreducible, the equality 
tH_I(SlH--1 H- I  S(Wl , .  " Wm)]  , . . . , s , , , _~)  = to [U  ~ • , 
for some trees to, Wl,. • . ,  Wm and some tree address u implies that u = e, since u # e 
implies that s (Wl , . . . ,  WI) is a subtree of some rff -l, contradicting the irreducibility 
of rff -~. It is now clear that UK "-~ UK+~ is normal. 
By the choice of n, no reduction takes place on the tree stacks while the TPDA 
processes the remaining portion t~ of the input tree. Thus, from the description of 
10(~1 , - -  " ,  I 'mn+ I1  the TPDA's operations, n "+~ n ~ ~ 3 is irreducible and equal to T'. [] 
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As a consequence of the above, we obtain the following result. 
6.9. Theorem. Let S be a finite monadic set of reductions. I f  S is Church-Rosser, then 
for any regular set R of trees, the set [..J {[ T']l T' is irreducible and T' ~ R} is of the 
form L(D, R) for some deterministic TPDA D. 
Proof. Given $, let S' be any subsystem of S with the property that for each s such 
that, for some t, s --> t ~ S, there is exactly one t' such that s --> t' ~ S'. Since S' is a 
subsystem of S and S is monadic, S' is monadic. Clearly, a tree T' is irreducible 
(rood S) if  and only if it is irreducible (mod S'). The system S' satisfies the hypothesis 
of Theorem 6.8. Hence, for some TPDAD, L(D,R)={TIfor  some irreducible 
T' ~ IL T --~*n,s, T'}. Since S is Church-Rosser, for every T there is a unique irreduc- 
ible T' such that T--~*,s T' (by Lemma 4.3(b)). But for every T there exists an 
irreducible T" such that T--'*,s' T" (by Lemma 4.3(a)), and since S' is a subsystem 
ofS, this meansthat T '=  T", so T--~n.s,* T'. Thus, L(D, R)= {TIfor some irreducible 
T' ~ R, T --~*.s T'}. Since S is Church-Rosser, T ~-*-, T' and T' irreducible implies 
T--,*,s T', so that 
L(D, R)= {T[for some irreducible T'~ R, ,* T-- ,,.s T'} 
= [,_J {[ T']] T' irreducible (mod S) and T' ~ R}. [] 
Using Lemma 3.26, we have also the following result. 
6.10. Corollary. Let S be a finite monadic set of reductions. I f  S is Church-Rosser, 
then every congruence class and every finite union of congruence classes of S is of the 
form L( D, R) for some deterministic TPDA D and some regular set of trees R. 
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